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AVVISO URGENTE – TERREMOTO IN GIAPPONE 

 
A completamento del primo avviso vi preghiamo prendere buona nota di questi 
aggiornamenti ed integrazioni 
 
 
Japan Earthquake/Pacific Tsunami - Update 1 PDF Print E-mail Friday, 11 March 2011 23:31 
 
More information has become available about the effects and response to the earthquake which 
struck off the coast of Honshu Japan around 05:46 UTC Friday 11th March causing extensive 
damage to the country and also triggering Tsunami waves and warnings across the Pacific. 
Jim Linton VK3PC, IARU Region 3 Disaster Communications committee Chairman relayed the 
following:  
"From the JARL building headquarters the newly appointed secretary Ken Yamamoto, JA1CJP, 
reports that the building shook quite strongly, but no serious damage was caused. 'With regard to 
Amateur Radio activity in the affected areas, we are not aware of any so far,' he said. 'It seems that 
the communications infrastructure has survived the quake and is in working order in regard to 
priority communications'." 
There are broadcast media reports that cellphone and landline telephone services are disrupted and 
there are wide area power outages but the emergency services are working well. Icko Suzuki, 
JA1BPA, of Tokyo, told the ARRL that in Japan, emergency communications activities and support 
normally occur on 40 meters and on VHF, ?so normal DX bands should not be affected.? As well as 
the IARU Region 3 Emergency CoA frequencies, the ARRL report that Amateur Radio operators from 
Japan may also use 7.130, 14.230 and 21.230 MHz for emergency communications. 
The tsunami waves are still propagating across the Pacific ocean with variable effects, some 
countries are spared while others are observing significant waves and some property damage.  
In North America, some parts of California observed waves of up to 1-2m while other areas had less 
than 1m waves. In the USA the only nets known to be operating at the moment are the Oregon 
ARES®/RACES net on 3.964 MHz and SATERN on 14.265 MHz 
The waves should reach Peru around 02:51 UTC 12th March but the continuing aftershocks in the 
area of Japan leave the possibility of further tsunami warnings being issued. 
Other than the nets mentioned, there does not seem to be any wide area emergency communications 
by amateur radio but it would still be appreciated if extra care was taken to avoid any emergency 
traffic until the situation becomes clearer.  
Last Updated on Saturday, 12 March 2011 01:20 
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HF frequencies are now known to be in use by Japanese amateurs as part of their emergency 
response.  
7043 kHz SSB controlled by JR3QHQ the Osaka branch manager of JARL He is gathering incident 
information on radio and forwarding this information onto the internet.  
7075 kHz SSB is operated by JL3YSP in Wakayama occasionally. 
7030 kHz which is the JARL emergency communication frequency in their band plan is in use by 
JA7RL (JARL regional HQ station). 



 
 
 
 
Would all amateurs please make every effort to avoid interfering with emergency communications on 
these frequencies.  
Last Updated on Saturday, 12 March 2011 09:50 
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Situation worsens after triple disasters hit Japan. Damage following the worst earthquake in 140 
years and a tsunami that wiped away part of north-east Japan, comes news of power outages caused 
by major trouble at a nuclear power station. 

Ken Yamamoto JA1CJP reports that according to police information as of 10am local time on March 
14, the death toll is 1,627 and the reported missing person count is 1,720. "It is only the official count 
and the number is still expected to increase. Thousands of bodies are reported to have been found 
on the coast of the tsunami suffered area," he said. A Miyagi prefecture source says that the death 
toll will be in the order of ten thousands in that prefecture alone. 

The 8.9 on the Richter scale quake hit off north-eastern Sendai during the late afternoon on Friday 
March 11, and triggered a ten-meter tsunami. At the request of Central Emergency Communication 
Committee, Ken JA1CJP, the IARU Regional 3 Secretary, said the JARL is operating its HQ station 
JA1RL in Tokyo, and regional HQ stations. 

Earlier it was reported that JA1RL was using 7 MHz SSB, 144 MHz SSB/FM and 430 MHz SSB/FM. He 
said, "Many other radio amateurs are thanked for providing information and exchanging support to 
the rescue and disaster relief operations. Those who can operate in the affected areas are providing 
a lifeline for rescue teams and those at local shelters. Some stations are operating with car batteries 
and others with engine generators." 

Ken JA1CJP said, "Another problem is the nuclear power plant where the water supply system 
failure caused overheating of the nuclear fuel bar. That causes some radioactive gas release from the 
plant and people have been evacuated from the surrounding area." 

The earthquake also damaged electric power generation plants fuelled by oil or natural gas, resulting 
in a shortage of electricity. Tokyo Electric Power Company plans to stop supplying power to certain 
parts of its service area on rotation basis to cut power consumption. This shortage of power may 
also stop or restrict the operation of the train systems around Tokyo. 

- Jim Linton, VK3PC, Chairman IARU Region 3 Disaster Communications Committee. 

 
Quindi, oltre alle frequenze già segnalate nella precedente Newsletter del giorno 11 marzo 
2011, (3600 kHz - 7110 kHz - 14300 kHz - 18160 kHz e 21360 kHz) vi preghiamo tenere 
libere anche le frequenze evidenziate in giallo. Si invitano tutti a non utilizzare le frequenze 
indicate rispettando il silenzio radio anche nelle immediate adiacenze delle stesse. Grazie 
per la collaborazione. 
 
 
Direttamente  via  WEB,  come  ci  hai  richiesto,  ti  inviamo questo messaggio  aperiodico  informativo  interno emesso 
e spedito via rete all’indirizzo da te indicatoci il 14/03/2011 per tutta la  comunità Radioamatoriale  / SWL / BCL . Per  
eventuali nuove  iscrizioni,  variazioni di indirizzo di posta elettronica,  cancellazioni,  arretrati, scrivi a:  info@arimi.it 
La newsletter “CQ Milano” è un sistema di comunicazione della  A.R.I.  - Associazione Radioamatori Italiani – Sezione 
di Milano riservata esclusivamente agli iscritti alla mailing-list, il cui contenuto non può essere divulgato a terzi senza 
espressa autorizzazione dell’A.R.I. Sezione di Milano o dei rispettivi autori; ogni utilizzo o divulgazione difforme di questa 
mail costituisce violazione della Privacy dell’A.R.I. Sezione di Milano o degli autori ed i responsabili potranno incorrere 
nelle sanzioni previste dalla Legge. Se vuoi venirci a fare visita, sarai il benvenuto, ti aspettiamo presso il Centro 
Scolastico di via Giulio Natta 11 - 20151  Milano (fermata Lampugnano - metropolitana linea 1/rossa)  tutti i martedì (non 
festivi) dalle ore 21.00 alle ore 24.00. Se vuoi contattarci telefonicamente ci troverai al numero 02 38009501 (sempre al 
martedì negli orari citati) oppure potrai lasciare un messaggio alla Segreteria Telefonica o inviarci un  Fax al numero  02 
3087982 tutti gli altri giorni. Se non puoi venirci a trovare http://www.arimi.it  


